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SLoCaT’s Mission

Mission:
1. Integrate Sustainable Transport in Global Policies on Sustainable Development and Climate Change
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Global to Local

Global

- Agenda 2030
- Paris Agreement on Climate Change
- Habitat III

Local

Sustainable Urban Mobility Policy

Big gap

Big gap

Big gap
Global to local – too far!

Global
- High level vision
- What
- General Principles
- Stable
- Indirect impacts
- Context light
- Comprehensive
- Voter link – weak
- Urban perspective - weak

Local
- Local action
- What and how
- Specific Resources
- Changing
- Direct impacts
- Context heavy
- Trade offs
- Voter link – strong
- Urban perspective - strong
Global / Regional / National / Local

Global
- Agenda 2030
- Paris Agreement on Climate Change
- Habitat III

Regional
- Regional vision and convening
- CEPAL Regional Action Plan

National
- National Urban Mobility Policy

Local
- Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan

International initiatives

Global / Regional / National / Local
Global Climate Action - Transport Initiatives
Equip cities for success

- Clear vision
- Enabling institutional legal and financial frameworks
- Capacity and Human Resources gaps
- Alliances (global, regional, national and local)
- Stakeholder engagement and accountability

Success!!!!
Closing remarks

• **Defining challenges of the 21st Century**
  – Urbanization + 2.5 billion urban residents by 2050
  – Climate Change - IPPC 1.5 degrees report – October 2018

• **Cities as efficient and attractive places** - providing access to social, economic and cultural opportunities for all

• **Central role of mobility** - providing access / successful cities

• **Equip LAC cities for success** – global, regional, national and local
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